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1. INTRODUCTION

In the mid-latitudes computation of vertical motion associated 

with large scale disturbances is based on the quasi-geostrophic model 

of Charney (1948). Vertical motion in this model is largely due to 

the baroclinicity of the atmosphere. However, in the tropical 

atmosphere where the baroclinicity is very small, no satisfactory 

theory has yet been established to estimate the vertical motion.

Yanai and Nitta (1967) estimated the vertical velocity in a 

Caribbean easterly wave by vertical integration of the vorticity 

equation. Use of this method generally gives increasing vertical 

velocity with height so that a maximum vertical motion occurs at 

the upper troposphere, where vertical velocity should be small.

Krishnamurti (1968) proposed a diagnostic model to estimate 

vertical velocities in both the middle and low latitudes. However, 

Krishnamurti's model theoretically applies only when the Rossby 

number is less than one. Such a restriction excludes the inter

tropical convergence zone (ITCZ) and tropical disturbances near 

the equator. Baumhefner (1968) utilized Krishnamurti1s model in 

order to study a low latitude disturbance with a southern boundary 

of 6N with some success.

Charney (1963) argued that (1) in the absence of condensation 

tropical motions are quasi-horizontal and quasi-nondivergent, giving 

the barotropic vorticity equation as a first order of approximation 

to the vorticity equation, and (2) in the tropics, the balance 

equation is a first approximation of the divergence equation.

Since the barotropic vorticity equation requires the vorticity to 

be specified first in the tropics, the pressure field is estimated



as a function of the stream function using the balance equation. 

Charney discussed only a system of first approximation, with zero 

divergence and no vertical velocity. Thus, it is necessary to 

extend Charney's theory to the second approximation so that 

vertical velocities can be calculated.

Murakami (1970a) extended Charney's theory to include the 

system of the second approximation from which the («-equation can 

be obtained. Since the Rossby number is of the order of unity or 

more in the tropics, a fundamental nondimensional parameter, which 

is the ratio between the characteristic wind velocity (of order 

10m sec“-*-) and the phase-speed of the internal gravity wave (of 

order 100m sec“-*-), was utilized for scale analysis. This 

nondimensional parameter does not change significantly with latitude, 

even at the equator, and remains of order (10“1). Murakami used this 

parameter to modify the primitive equations of motion. The system 

of first approximation was exactly the same as that obtained by 

Charney (1963). The system of second approximation provides a 

diagnostic model to estimate the vertical velocity as a function of 

stream function and pressure.

Murakami (1970b) next included condensation due to cumulus 

scale convection through a simplified CISK (Condensational Insta

bility of the Second Kind) as discussed by Charney and Eliassen 

(1964). This model provides the (JO-equation with diabatic heating, 

which is assumed to be proportional to surface vorticity, and which 

plays an important role in the tropics.
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It is the purpose of this paper to compare vertical velocity 

calculated from Murakami's later model with satellite observed 

cloud distribution in the tropics, especially with (1) the inter

tropical maximum cloud band in the Northern Hemisphere paralleling 

the equator and about 5 degrees north of it throughout the year,

(2) the occurrence of the eastern South Pacific intertropical 

maximum cloud band about 5 degrees away from the equator only in 

spring, and (3) the curved band of clouds in the western South 

Pacific„

Note: Due to the various connotations of the term "ITCZ", it

will be used only when used by a referenced author. The term

"intertropical maximum cloud band", which either coincides or

closely corresponds with the various interpretations of "ITCZ", 

will be used in the paper.

2. MONTHLY MEAN CLOUD DISTRIBUTION OVER THE PACIFIC

Probably the most accurate and complete data available in the

tropics today is that of the cloud distribution obtained from 

meteorological satellites.

Taylor and Winston (1968) published monthly mean global charts 

of cloud brightness from Essa 3 and Essa 5 digitized pictures for 

the period of February 1967 to February 1968. These charts clearly 

show an intertropical maximum cloud band exists over the eastern 

North Pacific throughout the year along 5N to 8N, and that an 

intertropical maximum cloud band occurs in the eastern South Pacific 

only between March and May.
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Kornfield and Hasler (1969) published a cloud atlas for the 

entire year of 1967 from Essa 3 and Essa 5 computer-produced cloud 

mosaics. The process was to summarize the pictures for a month, 

using a multiple exposure averaging technique. The main features 

are basically the same as those of Taylor and Winston. Though 

Kornfield and Hasler concluded from the data the existence of a 

intertropical maximum cloud band on each side of the equator over 

the Eastern Pacific in spring and in late fall, inspection of their 

photographs reveals that the double maximum cloud band is not as 

evident, or as persistent, in fall as it is in spring. Hubert, 

Krueger, and Winston (1969) also concluded that a cloud line south 

of the equator in the Eastern Pacific seems most likely to occur 

only in late northern winter or spring and that a double inter

tropical maximum cloud band is not found frequently.

More recent and longer period monthly mean cloud charts have 

been prepared by Sadler (1970) . Utilizing 5 years of cloud 

nephanalyses, the mean monthly cloud was calculated for each 2.5 

degree latitude-longitude grid square. These calculations are 

based on eighths of cloud cover.

Figures la-ld depict Sadler's data for January, April, July, 

and October respectively. In the Northern Hemisphere there are two 

predominant features: (1) a dry zone (minimum cloud amount) extends

east-west along about 15N to 25N, depending on the season, and

(2) a wet zone (maximum cloud amount) extends east-west along 5N to 

8N. A third feature, shown in the April cloud distribution (Fig. 16), 

is a meridional wet zone extending roughly north-south between 150W
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and 160W from the northern boundary of the area to about ION. This 

same feature occurs in January but the mean cloud within each 2.5 

degree square must be examined in order to see it. The existence 

of the meridional wet zone is more evident in the one-year digi

tized product than in the 5-year mean, (see Taylor and Winston,

1968). Ramage (1970), using 5-day mean cloud distribution, showed 

the occurrence of this same zone.

In the Southern Hemisphere the predominant features are a 

curved band of clouds extending west-northwest to east-southeast in 

the Western Pacific, and a large dry zone in the eastern South 

Pacific. Figure lb shows that in April a double intertropical 

maximum cloud band appears in the eastern South Pacific east of 

155W and along 5 degrees either side of the equator. Although only 

4 seasonal months are depicted in Figures la-ld, examination of all 

12 months of Sadler's data reveals the existence of this double 

intertropical maximum cloud band only in spring, from March to May.

In an attempt to explain the ITCZ it was surmised by Charney 

(1968) that (1) frictionally induced convergence in the planetary 

boundary layer of the Ekman layer of the atmosphere controls the 

establishment of organized cumulus convection, (2) the tropical 

atmosphere is unstable for a line symmetric disturbance paralleling 

the equator with the growth rate inversely related to the gravita

tional stability of the air for moist adiabatic processes and directly 

related to the effectiveness of the Ekman layer, and (3) the line 

symmetric disturbance could be most unstable at an intermediate 

latitude, about 10 degrees from the equator. This theory explains
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why the ITCZ parallels the equator. However, it also predicts the 

constant occurrence of a double ITCZ on either side of the equator.

Pike (1970) in a numerical experiment computed vertical motion 

from meridional motion using a steady-state form of the mass conti

nuity equation. Using a combined air-sea model, maximum vertical 

motion occurred along 6N over a predicted sea-surface temperature 

maximum. Pike's model would then seem to account for the existence 

of a single ITCZ north of the equator. However, since a symmetrical 

sea-surface temperature profile along 6N and 6S was predicted by the 

model, the asymmetric profile of the vertical motion is unexplainable. 

It is not clear whether the location of strongest vertical motion is 

due to computational error or to physical atmospheric mechanisms.

At present it is not clear theoretically how the ITCZ is formed. 

Therefore, it is worthwhile to calculate the vertical velocities from 

observed wind using Murakami's model (1970b), and then examine the 

physical mechanisms which produce the characteristic cloud distribu

tions shown in Figures la-ld.

3. ESTIMATION OF VERTICAL VELOCITY IN THE TROPICS

From scale consideration, Murakami (1970b) pointed out that the 

vertical velocity associated with large-scale tropical disturbances 

on an equatorial (3-plane can be estimated by

crV2(J0 + P

(3.1)
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where

if is the stream function,

ep is the geopotential of constant pressure surfaces,

U) is the vertical velocity, 

a is the static stability,

3 is the northward variation of Coriolis parameter, 

y is the distance from the equator, positive northward. 

The static stability is determined by

where Ts denotes temperature in standard atmosphere, 

ep is obtained from the balance equation

where is the vertical velocity at the top of the planetary 

boundary layer due to frictionally produced convergence. According 

to Charney and Eliassen (1949) , can be approximated by

— -  g p * - ^ C *

where & is equal to sin 2 a i yK/2Byq K is the austausch coefficient 

and at the angle between isobars and the surface wind. In this 

paper H is assigned a value of 230m regardless of the latitude. 

Equation (3.4) was used by Ooyama (1964) and Charney and Eliassen

(1964). This is the simplest CISK model to include the effects of

(3.3)

Q is approximated from

(3.4)



cumulus scale convection. T](p) is assigned to be 2.0 at 500mb as 

calculated by Hayashi (1970) and determines the intensity of heating.

-̂4- in the last term on the right hand side is estimated by
9t

V2 M. = - J(\|f,V2\|; + (3y) (3.5)
St

This barotropic vorticity equation is a first approximation in a 

dry atmosphere (Charney, 1963), and also in a conditionally unstable 

atmosphere (Murakami, 1970b).

In the mid-latitudes the last term on the right of equation

(3.1) is an order of magnitude smaller than the first and second 

terms. Neglecting this and the latent heat term, the («-equation 

then reduces to the quasi-geostrophic U)-equation. In the tropics 

the second and third terms on the right hand side of the («-equation 

are as important as the first and second terms. Thus the form of 

the co-equation (3.1) can be applied not only in extra-tropical 

latitudes, but also in the tropics. Krishnamurti (1968) proposed a 

similar but more complicated model by including many more terms 

without giving the physical background and, as pointed out pre

viously, one which theoretically applied only to disturbances of 

Rossby number less than unity.

The balance equation (3.3), was first introduced by Charney 

(1955) to estimate the ty-field from a prescribed cp-field in the 

mid-latitudes. However, in the tropics it is necessary to estimate 

^ from (|f using the balance equation as pointed out by Murakami 

(1970a). At the equator, where y = 0, the second and third terms 

on the right side of equation (3.3) balance with the Laplacian of
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the geopotential height. Thus, in the tropics the second and third 

terms are as important as the other terms. (In extra-tropical 

regions, however, these two terms can be omitted, being one order 

of magnitude smaller than the first term, giving the geostrophic 

relation).

Since the (t-equation will be applied using the monthly mean 

wind field, equation (3.1) takes the form
2

av2<oo> + p2y2 ~ ^ r~  = P y ^ J(< t>i.<v2'l'> + Py)

- V2J(<i)f>,— -̂) - —  v2< q >9p pcp

+ Py#- < m ' , v V  + 3y)>op

- v2<j (i!i/, ^ ) >  (3.6)

where < > denotes the one month mean and ( f ) denotes a departure 

from the monthly mean. In the following computation the last two 

terms will be omitted, not because they are small, but because daily 

data is not available at present. The symbol < > will be omitted in 

the following discussion with all variables being for the monthly 

mean.

With the tt-equation and the balance equation thus specified, 

it is necessary to estimate (f, the stream function. This is done 

according to the procedure of Hawkins and Rosenthal (1965) from

V2f = C (3.7)

The vorticity is calculated from the mean monthly wind field.

\|i is then calculated by relaxation. The boundary condition for
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relaxing \|r is the same as used by Hawkins and Rosenthal (1965) . The 

boundary value of i|r is determined by

where "ds" denotes line increment along the boundary; dty/ds is 

obtained by

where Vn is the observed wind component normal to the boundary. The 

quantity (dy/5n) along the boundary can be estimated after relaxing

where x is the velocity potential and V»\V is computed from observed 

wind.

After the solution of the ty-field and the calculation of the 

forcing terms on the right hand side of equation (3.3), it is 

necessary to set the cp boundary condition which is determined from

With this boundary condition, cp is solved after relaxing the 

balance equation (3.3).

With the values of i|f and cp obtained, the («-equation can be 

solved. The boundary conditions for the solution of the vertical 

velocity are

0) = 0 at the lateral boundary

cju = 0 at p = 0

(3.8)

M .  =
ds (3.9)dn

V2X = V*\V (3.10)

cp = Pyt (3.11)



u> = cu* at p = p*

In this paper the (JU-equation (3.6) is applied to a two level 

model, the 900 and 200mb levels. The horizontal grid scale 

selected is 2.5 degrees.

4. DATA

The results of a model, which is to be compared to actual 

atmospheric consequences, are of course dependent on the accuracy 

of the data. The wind data to be utilized in this paper was taken 

from three different sources for the area bounded by 30N-30S and 

150E-120W.

Two sources were used for the surface data. The Northern 

Hemispheric surface data was taken from U. S. Navy, Office of the 

Chief of Naval Operations (1966) and the Southern Hemisphere surface 

data from U. S. Navy, Office of the Chief of Naval Operations 

(1959). The Northern Hemispheric surface data was depicted in u 

and v components. However, the data for the Southern Hemisphere 

was depicted by wind roses giving percentage frequency of wind from 

each direction for specified Beaufort forces. Taking the mean speed 

within each Beaufort force range, the resultant wind was computed 

and then separated into u and v components. The u and v components 

were then plotted on the utilized grid and isopleths drawn. The 

data was then extrapolated for each 2.5 degrees.

The surface data was compared to the data prepared by Atkinson 

(1970) for the gradient or 900mb level. The comparison being 

favorable, it is assumed in this paper that the surface winds equal 

the 900mb (top of the planetary boundary layer) winds.
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The 200mb wind speed and direction were read off for each 2.5 

degrees from streamline charts prepared by Sadler (1970). The u and 

v components were then calculated at each point. This data was 

averaged from 9 years of aircraft reports and in general has a large 

number of observations in each area. Details of the 200mb analysis 

and maps showing the 200mb streamlines and isotachs for January and 

July are contained in the "Proceedings of the Symposium on Tropical 

Meteorology," Honolulu, Hawaii, August 1970.

5. ZONAL AND MERIDIONAL WIND COMPONENTS, VORTICITY AND DIVERGENCE 
AT THE SURFACE

Charney (1968) asserted that in the conditionally unstable 

tropical atmosphere, the release of condensational heating is 

largely determined by the covergence of moisture through the Ekman 

layer. Over the ocean where orography is unimportant, the conver

gence of moisture is largely determined by the surface wind field.

The features of the surface wind will be discussed in 5.1 and 

compared to the tropical cloud distribution. These features give 

rise to the horizontal distribution of surface vorticity and diver

gence discussed in 5.2 which will also be compared to the cloud 

distribution. To clarify the predominant features and their 

comparison with the cloud distribution, zonal means of the quantities 

in 5.1 and 5.2 will be discussed in 5.3.

5.1. Surface Zonal and Meridional Wind Distribution (Figures 2a-2d)

The predominant features of the horizontal wind distribution, 

as with the cloud distribution (except for the Eastern Pacific 

double intertropical maximum cloud band in spring), are generally

12



the same throughout the year with only season to season shifts.

For this reason the features for January will be discussed in full 

with some comment on the changes from season to season.

In January (Figure 2a), in the Northern Hemisphere a marked 

belt of strong easterlies varying in speed from 4.5 to 7.5 mps is 

generally oriented along 12.5N. Comparison with Figure la reveals 

that this belt of strong easterlies is about 6 degrees north of and 

paralleling the intertropical maximum cloud band.

The strong easterlies weaken between 150W and 160W. This is 

the longitude of the meridional wet zone discussed previously.

Charney (1969) argued that in general, disturbances which propagate

from middle latitudes into the tropics will tend to confine them

selves to regions where zonal winds are weak easterly or westerly. 

150W to 160W is certainly a favorable longitude for cloud penetration 

into the tropics and is presumably a favorable longitude for penetra

tion of energy by mid-latitude disturbances. As pointed out 

previously, the meridional wet zone appears only in the Northern

Hemisphere winter. Though the strong easterlies do weaken between

150W and 160W in every month, disturbances don't penetrate far south 

in the Northern Hemisphere summer.

Along the equator there is cross-equatorial flow from the 

Southern Hemisphere to the Northern Hemisphere east of 145W. The 

southerly winds converge with the NE trades along 8N. Figure la 

reveals that the intertropical maximum cloud band is about 2 degrees 

south of the convergence of the NE trades and the southerlies.

Sadler (1963) concluded from satellite data that the maximum cloud

13



band in this area is located 2-3 degrees south of this convergence 

zone. West of 145W the cross-equatorial flow is from the winter to 

the summer hemisphere.

Figure 2a also reveals that the January Southern Hemisphere 

wind features are non-zonal in contrast to the zonal characteristics 

of the Northern Hemisphere. This same non-zonal characteristic can 

be seen in the cloud distribution (Figure la). A belt of strong 

easterlies extends east-southeast from 15S-20S in the Western 

Pacific to 30S in the Central Pacific. This belt lies about 10 to 

15 degrees south of the curved cloud band in the Western Pacific 

(Figure la). However, note the curved cloud band coincides with 

the westerlies or weak easterlies.

The season to season variation of the horizontal wind distribu

tion is shown for the months of April, July, and October in 

Figures 2b-2d„ From January to July the belt of strong easterlies 

in the Northern Hemisphere (1) shifts 5 to 7 degrees north compared 

with a 2 to 4 degree shift in the intertropical maximum cloud band 

and (2) is weaker between 150W and 160W than at other longitudes in 

every month. The season to season shift in the intertropical maximum 

cloud band is accompanied by an intensification of the cross- 

equatorial flow from the Southern to the Northern Hemisphere. By 

July this flow extends across the entire area. From January to July 

in the Southern Hemisphere (1) the flow becomes more zonally oriented 

and (2) the strong easterlies east of Australia shift toward the

14



equator as the heat low over Australia is replaced by an anticyclone 

However, there is no corresponding shift in the curved cloud band.

Note: The discontinuity of u and v along the equator is due to

the use of a different surface wind data source for each Hemisphere. 

It seems probable that the Northern Hemisphere data is more accurate 

due to a larger density of data.

5.2. Surface Relative Vorticity and Divergence

Calculations of the relative vorticity and divergence (Figures 

3a-3d) from the surface winds were made by

«■  £  ‘ §7 <*•«

V,V - g  + |  (5.2)

using a centered finite difference scheme with x positive eastward 

and y positive northward. (Ax = Ay = 2.5° latitude) These 

quantities were computed separately for each Hemisphere and a mean 

value taken at the equator from the values at 2.5N and 2.5S. The 

vorticity and divergence thus estimated are more continuous across 

the equator than the wind data.

Comparison of Figures 3a and la shows the correspondence of 

positive vorticity, convergence, and cloud. As would be expected 

from the wind field, the Q and V*\V distributions are zonally

oriented. Generally there is negative vorticity to the north of,

and positive vorticity to the south of the belt of strong easterlies 

divergence to the north of, and convergence to the south of the belt 

of strong northerlies. Again the band of strongest convergence in



the Eastern Pacific is several degrees north of the ITCZ and the 

band of largest positive vorticity. The Northern Hemispheric belt 

of largest negative vorticity and largest divergence weakens between 

150W and 160W, the longitude of the previously discussed meridional 

wet zone and weak easterlies.

In the Southern Hemisphere the sign of vorticity has been 

changed for the sake of convenience. As in the Northern Hemisphere, 

positive vorticity means cyclonic vorticity. Figure 3a reveals a 

curved band of large positive vorticity in the western South Pacific, 

corresponding to the curved cloud band of Figure la, and a zone of 

large negative vorticity in the eastern South Pacific, corresponding 

to the minimum cloud in that area. The correlation of convergence 

to cyclonic vorticity is poor in the South Pacific. Except near the 

equator, where flow is ageostrophic, convergence should correspond 

to positive vorticity according to the Ekman theory. Presumably 

vorticity is not as sensitive to errors in the wind field as is 

divergence, since divergence is generally the small residual of two 

terms of opposite sign. As shown previously, the divergence field 

is utilized in this model only for setting the boundary condition of 

the stream function field.

In the Northern Hemisphere there is very little change from 

season to season in the characteristic features of the C, fields,

(Figures 3a-3d). The band of maximum positive vorticity changes most 

in the Eastern Pacific where it shifts about 8 degrees north from 

winter to summer. In every month 150W to 160W marks a longitude of
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weak negative or positive vorticity extending southward from 30N to 

near the intertropical maximum cloud band, the largest vorticity 

occurring in April.

In the Southern Hemisphere there are significant season to 

season changes. From January to April (Figure 3b) the belt of 

largest positive vorticity in the western South Pacific becomes 

more zonally oriented. At the same time a zonally oriented band of 

positive vorticity appears east of 130W, along 7S to 10S. This is 

about 3 to 5 degrees south of the eastern South Pacific intertropical 

maximum cloud band (Figure lb). Another significant change occurs 

from January to July. In the latter month negative vorticity 

dominates the South Pacific area. However, as shown in Figures lc 

and Id, the curved band of clouds in the Western Pacific does not 

change significantly. It is possible that the upper levels play a 

role in the maintenance of this curved band of clouds. Dean (1954) 

concluded from analyzing data from the Marshall and Caroline Islands 

for October, 1952, that in the South Central Pacific, upper systems 

occur frequently enough to produce a wet zone confined to a west- 

northwest to east-southeast latitudinal band. As will be seen later, 

the vertical velocity computed by equation (3.6) shows upward motion 

at 550mb in this area even though surface vorticity is negative.

5.3. Zonal Means of Cloud and Surface u, v, £, and V*\V

In order to minimize random errors in the computation of zonal 

wind, meridional wind, vorticity, divergence, and cloud, zonal means 

of each quantity have been computed. The means have been computed for 

150E to 167.5W, 165W to 120W, and 150E to 120W (Figures 4a-4d). In
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the Northern Hemisphere, where the quantities have a zonal charac

teristic, the zonal mean features are the same as those discussed in 

5.1 and 5.2. However, zonal means are not too meaningful in the 

Southern Hemisphere where the features have a non-zonal character.

In the North Pacific in January the zonal mean position of 

strongest easterlies and of strongest northerlies is 12.5N, compared 

to 7.5N for maximum positive vorticity and maximum convergence, and 

6N for maximum clouds. Comparison of the same quantities for the 

Western and Eastern Pacific reveals that, even though the profiles 

are essentially the same for the two areas, the Western Pacific has 

a larger north-south gradient of u giving larger absolute values of 

vorticity in the Western than the Eastern Pacific and the Eastern 

Pacific has a larger north-south gradient of v, giving larger 

absolute values of divergence in the Eastern than in the Western 

Pacific.

Due to the non-zonal characteristic features of the South 

Pacific, it would be better to examine the differences between the 

Western Pacific (wet area) and the Eastern Pacific (dry area) than 

to examine the features of the entire area. Figure 4a reveals that 

positive vorticity is much larger in the western than in the eastern 

South Pacific thus corresponding with the cloud distribution.

However, the divergence profile shows approximately equal convergence 

poleward of 8S in both areas. This would give yet another indication 

that divergence is an unreliable quantity.

In the North Pacific there are only slight changes from one 

season to the next in the zonal mean features (Figures 4a-4d). In
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the South Pacific the strength of the zonal wind becomes about equal 

in the two areas by July, but the positive vorticity remains much 

greater in the western than in the eastern South Pacific as does the 

cloudiness.

6. STREAM FUNCTION AND GEOPOTENTIAL HEIGHT OVER THE PACIFIC

The stream function was computed from equation (3.7) and the 

geopotential height from equation (3.3) at 200mb and the surface, 

respectively. Separate discussions are given for the surface (6.1) 

and for the 200mb (6.2) levels.

6.1. Surface i|r and cp

The calculated surface ^fields (Figures 5a-5d) duplicate the 

actual streamlines very well, except near the boundary. Bedient 

and Vederman (1964) had poor results in computing the stream function 

for a closed cyclonic circulation. Hawkins and Rosenthal (1965) 

pointed out that boundary conditions for relaxing the \|r field were 

probably the cause of this shortcoming. It is also possible that 

the results were influenced by the small size of the circulation when 

compared to the size of the grid interval. In this study the boundary 

condition is the same as that recommended by Hawkins and Rosenthal 

and the grid interval is small compared to the circulations involved.

In January (Figure 5a) there are three predominant features in 

the t field: (1) the Northern Hemisphere subtropical ridge belt

extends east to west along 25N to 30N about 10 degrees north of a 

cloud minimum belt, (2) an axis of marked anticyclonic curvature
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extends east-southeast from the equator in the Western Pacific to

30S in the Eastern Pacific, and (3) an axis of marked cyclonic

curvature extends east-southeast about 7 degrees south of and 

paralleling feature (2). The convex cloud band lies in the 

westerlies between features (2) and (3).

The cp distribution (Figure 5a) reveals (1) highest geopotential

along 30N and 30S with the largest value being in the winter 

hemisphere, (2) cp minimum along the equator east of 165W, and

(3) cp minimum extending east to west along 15S to 20S from 150E to 

152.5W. It is apparent that (3) corresponds to the Southern 

Hemisphere cyclonic curvature axis of i|r. The Southern Hemisphere 

pressure minimum lies parallel and 10 degrees south of the curved 

cloud band of the western South Pacific. However, to explain (2) 

it is necessary to examine the balance equation. The equation (3.3) 

the first term is zero at the equator and the second term is large 

positive resulting in a negative cp if easterlies are strong. In 

January easterlies are strong east of 165W (Figure 2a) and thus the 

pressure trough (cp minimum) is maintained along the equator.

It is interesting to note the coincidence between the January 

trough in the cp field and the trough in the pressure field depicted 

by Riehl (1954) in which the pressure minimum extends eastward from 

150E along approximately 15S to 170W, then northward crossing the 

equator at about 160W and then extending eastward along 5N„ Godshall 

(1968), defining the ITCZ as the zone of low wind constancy and where 

vector mean winds indicated convergence of streamlines, placed the ITCZ 

in January in almost the same location as Riehl's pressure trough.
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From January to October the features of the stream function 

and geopotential height fields shift northward (Figures 5a-5d). 

However, the pressure trough in the Eastern Pacific persists along 

the equator throughout the year, while the pressure trough in the 

western South Pacific shifts about 5 degrees northward by April and 

the pressure trough across the Pacific becomes continuous. From 

April to July the Western Pacific pressure trough shifts another 5 to 

8 degrees northward.

6.2. 200mb \|r and cp

The 200mb field (Figures 6a-6d) duplicates the 200mb stream

lines of Sadler (1970) quite well and the calculated geopotential 

height coincides well with the monthly mean 200mb height field shown 

by various Atlases. The most noticeable feature in each figure is 

the reversal of the height field from the surface to 200mb. In 

January (Figure 6a) note that (1) in the Eastern Pacific a belt of 

maximum height is directly over the surface pressure minimum, and 

(2) in the South Pacific a belt of maximum height is about 5 degrees 

nearer the equator than the underlying pressure minimum. The 1|/ 

field shows (1) the convergence of the westerlies and the non

existence of easterlies to the east of the International Date Line 

and (2) the Tropical Upper Tropospheric Trough (TUTT) as discussed 

by Sadler (1967).

The 200mb geopotential height field changes very little from 

January to April (Figures 6a, 6b) even though the surface pressure 

minimum shifts northward. However, from April to July (Figures 6b, 

6c) there is an extreme shift northward of the maximum height belt
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placing it about 15 degrees north of the surface trough. During the 

same period the disappearance of the South Pacific TUTT and the 

development of the North Pacific TUTT are shown in the stream function 

field.

7. OMEGA DISTRIBUTION

The goal of this paper is to attempt the simulation of the 

cloud distribution in the Pacific through a comparison of the 

computed vertical motions from equation (3.6) with the predominant 

features of the actual cloud distribution discussed in section 2.

For the convenience of this comparison, the tu distribution is shown 

in Figures 7a-7d together with the cloud distribution.

A comparison of the January North Pacific features (Figure 7a) 

reveals the good correlation of positive omega (downward motion) to 

minimum cloud and of negative omega (upward motion) to maximum cloud.

A belt of maximum sinking motion extends east to west along about 20N, 

except from 152.5W to 137.5W where there is rising motion, and lies 

about 5 degrees north of a belt of minimum cloud. (In the North

eastern Pacific a meridional belt of maximum cloud occurs due to the 

stratus off California.) A belt of maximum upward motion, of the

order of .3 to .4 -SHL, extends east to west along 2.5N to 7.5N insec
comparison to the intertropical maximum cloud band which extends 

east-west along 6N. The previously mentioned meridional wet zone is 

reflected as a meridional belt of rising motion between 137.5W and 

152„5W. In section 2 it was pointed out that this belt is much more 

evident in a one year than in a five year cloud mean.
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In January (Figure 7a) the features of the 00 distribution in 

the South Pacific are non-zonally oriented as are those of the cloud 

distribution. Generally there is sinking motion in the eastern and 

rising motion in the western South Pacific. The area east of 

Australia will be discussed again.

From January to April (Figure 7b) there is very little change 

in either the u> or the cloud distribution in the North Pacific. 

However, in the Eastern Pacific a maximum upward motion occurs on 

each side of the equator corresponding to the occurrence of two 

intertropical maximum cloud bands in this area in spring. This is 

probably associated with the cyclonic vorticity on either side of the 

equator discussed in section 5.2. Surface cyclonic vorticity can 

produce large upward motions in the tropics through its role in the 

diabatic heating term of equation (3.6). Calculations made 

excluding cumulus scale heating, although not presented here, 

clearly show the large effect of the heating term.

In the North Pacific the largest difference between calculated 

vertical motion and the cloud distribution, particularly between 

positive omega (downward motion) and minimum cloud, occurs in July 

and October (Figures 7c, 7d). In July and October the North Pacific 

TUTT is situated across the northwestern extremity of the area under 

study causing a contribution to rising motion by the first and second 

terms on the right hand side of equation (3.6) to the east of the 

TUTT. Thus when calculations are made from the cu-equation (3.6), 

a round-off error appears to accumulate from west to east across the 

area. With maximum positive vorticity at the 200mb level located in
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the western part of the area, the accumulated error and not physical 

factors results in rising motion across most of the area. This 

computational problem can easily be solved by selecting the area so 

that the upper ridge or trough is located in the center of the area 

as was the case with the South Pacific TUTT in January and April«

In the eastern South Pacific the only significant seasonal 

change in the U) or cloud distribution is the previously discussed 

occurrence of the intertropical maximum cloud band in April only. 

However, west of 180 degrees (1) the curved cloud band shifts south

ward from the Southern Hemispheric summer to winter, and (2) in 

general the band of largest upward motion west of 180 also shifts 

southward from January to July. An examination of the («-equation 

reveals that apparently the existence of the curved cloud band is 

determined by a different mechanism in July than in January. In 

January positive surface vorticity corresponds to upward motion in 

the western South Pacific (Figures 3a, 7a) while in July the largest 

upward motion coincides with negative vorticity (Figures 3c, 7c). 

Thus in January the heating term plays a major role in the mainte

nance of the curved cloud band while in July baroclinicity is the 

major factor and the curved cloud band is further southward than in 

January.

8. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

This paper is a preliminary test of Murakami's (1970b) model 

for computing vertical motions. This model has the merit of 

applying to the tropics, including the equator, as well as to the 

mid-latitudes. Based on a comparison of the computed omega with
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the cloud distribution over the Pacific, the model appears promising. 

Vertical motions calculated from the mean monthly wind field using 

the model closely correspond to the intertropical maximum cloud band 

and give an indication of the Eastern Pacific double near-equatorial 

maximum cloud band in only spring. The important role of cumulus - 

scale convection in maintaining the intertropical maximum cloud band 

is clearly shown by this model. The model also reveals the dependence 

of the western South Pacific curved cloud band upon baroclinic 

effects which are probably largely due to the Australian continent.

It is recommended that further studies be made with this model 

to include the following:

1« A refinement of the CISK mechanism to be followed by 

including data at several low levels for more detailed 

information.

2. The use of daily data to compute the vertical motions so 

that the effects of disturbances could be included. Toward 

this end a grid interval of about 100km should be utilized 

as compared to the 250km grid interval in this study.

3. More levels should be included in the model so that mid- 

tropospheric disturbances, which are so important in parts 

of the tropics, are included in the computations.

4. The area for study should be selected so that the net areal 

effect of the upper level on the vertical motion is small.

5. It would be worthwhile to test the model for making daily 

forecasts.
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The more detailed data needed to test the model might be 

obtained through the Atlantic Tropical Experiment (ATEX) 

for which a detailed experimental guide is to be prepared 

by September, 1971.
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DESCRIPTION OF FIGURES

la. January mean cloud distribution. Isopleths in eighths 
of cloud cover. Minimum cloud belt shown by heavy 
dashed line, maximum cloud belt as heavy solid line.

lb. Same as Figure la, for April,

1C. Same as Figure la, for July,

Id. Same as Figure la, for October.

2a. January surface mean u (thin solid lines) and v (thin
dashed lines) wind components in m sec"-*-. Belts of 
strongest easterlies shown by heavy dashed lines, 
belts of strongest northerlies by heavy solid lines. 
Westerlies and southerlies are positive.

2b. Same as Figure 2a, for April.

2c. Same as Figure 2a, for July.

2d. Same as Figure 2a, for October.

3a. January surface mean vorticity (thin solid lines) and
divergence (thin dashed lines) expressed in units of 
10"5 sec-!. Positive vorticity denotes cyclonic vorti
city in the Southern as well as the Northern Hemisphere. 
Belts of largest positive vorticity shown by heavy solid 
lines, of largest negative divergence by heavy dashed 
lines.

3bo Same as Figure 3a, for April.

3c. Same as Figure 3a, for July.

3d„ Same as Figure 3a, for October.

4a. January zonal means for u (m sec"l), v (m sec“l) ,
Q (10“6 sec~l), V*\V (10“6 sec~l), and cloud (eighths)
respectively. Zonal means for 150E-167.5W (--- ),
165W-120W (----), and 150E-120W (••**) are shown for
each quantity.

4b. Same as Figure 4a, for April.

4c. Same as Figure 4a, for July.

4d. Same as Figure 4a, for October.
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5a. January surface \jf (thin solid lines) in units of
106 m2 sec--*- and sp (thin dashed lines) in units of 
102 m2 sec”2. Belts of lowest geopotential shown by 
heavy solid lines.

5b. Same as Figure 5a, for April.

5c. Same as Figure 5a, for July.

5d. Same as Figure 5a, for October.

6a. January 200mb f (thin solid lines) in units of 10^ m2
sec-l and sp (thin dashed lines) in units of 102 m2
sec"l. Belts of highest geopotential shown by heavy
solid lines.

6b. Same as Figure 6a, for April.

6c. Same as Figure 6a, for July.

6d. Same as Figure 6a, for October.

7a. January omega (thin solid lines) in units of 10”̂ mb
sec”-*- and cloud (thin dashed lines) in eighths of cloud 
cover. Belts of greatest upward motion shown by heavy 
solid lines, belts of maximum cloud cover by heavy 
dashed lines.

7b. Same as Figure 7a, for April.

7c. Same as Figure 7a, for July.

7d„ Same as Figure 7a, for October.
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